
European powers, with their empires and spheres of

influence, and later also by the USA.

He says little reference is made to Thomas Kuhn’s

concept of paradigm shifts. This is so. Kuhn’s best-known

ideas are mentioned and cited, but more positive and

integrative systems approaches such as that of Kurt Lewin

are preferred16.

He suggests we make too much reference to our own

work. His eight citations include a modest 25 per cent to

Oshaug A. He cites the writings of the Sri Lankan polymath

Susantha Goonatilake twice, perhaps not as carefully as

might be expected, for their relevance certainly in one

case17 is obscure. The 154 citations in the paper he

criticises include 13 to our own work, of which four cross-

refer to other papers in the special issue. He says one of us

cites his own work instead of relevant UN reports. This is

not so.

Studies of systematic change in the making observe a

range of negative reactions inherent in the process, whose

vehemence varies with the depth of entrenchment of the

critic. These include ‘this is nonsense’, ‘this is damaging’,

‘these people don’t know what they are saying’, ‘why

wasn’t I told?’, ‘everything is fine as it is’, ‘I thought of this

first’, ‘leave this to the experts’, ‘there is nothing new here’

and ‘everybody knows this already’. Professor Oshaug’s

letter is somewhat of a collector’s item in that it includes or

implies all of these reactions, while failing to support any

of them. He also does not justify his tendency to a formula

rather familiar in knockabout debate in scientific journals,

epitomised as ‘I am scientific, you are subjective, they are

biased’.

Change happens as a result of irresistible pressure of

circumstances, like that now exerted in this age of linked

global revolutionary electronic, genomic, political, econ-

omic and environmental developments18,19. Such pressure

accelerates formulation of new ideas and theories that

become agreed and adopted as they are found to be more

accurate, interesting, useful, relevant and appropriate.

The new maps and new explorations needed for us, our

children and their children, to live well in this new world,

are being prepared by those willing to pool resources,

with receptive minds and generous spirits. The New

Nutrition Science project is not a closed shop, but an open

door. Welcome in.

Geoffrey Cannon

World Health Policy Forum, Brazil

geoffreycannon@aol.com

Claus Leitzmann

Justus-Liebig University, Giessen, Germany

ClausLeitzmann@aol.com
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Obesity and corporate responsibility

Sir,

The state of affairs is obvious to everyone. The increase in

obesity seen in all parts of the world is challenging our

ways of thinking about individual responsibility concern-

ing health, the role of the state and the responsibility of the

food industry. Solutions should focus on lowering energy

intake and increasing expenditure, as stated by the World

Health Organization (WHO)1.
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In this document it is stated that more than 1 billion

adults are overweight, and that 300 million, at least, are

clinically obese. Moreover, obesity is increasing faster in

developing countries, creating a double burden of disease

in many parts of the world. WHO also points to the

troubling issue of increased childhood obesity. Obesity is

an extremely challenging issue when it comes to

treatment. Success rates are depressingly low in spite of

intense research in this area.

In a long-term perspective it is obvious that the

obesity problem cannot be solved only by appealing to

the morale of the individual and campaigning for

lifestyle changes. With increasing urbanisation and

globalisation of food markets, obesity on the scale we

see today represents an unprecedented global health

challenge. We are in need of new approaches, extending

beyond the boundaries of the national state. Primary

prevention is a key issue, but in order to be efficient in

combating obesity, new strategies and alliances are

required urgently.

Many of the companies providing our daily food are

multinational giants with budgets, profits and political

muscles most national governments would envy.

However, they are beyond national political influence,

or have been up until now. The international pressure

that has been put on the tobacco industry from the

world health community has evidently had its effect also

on the international food industry. Corporate responsi-

bility is now a new keyword with a taste of political

correctness. The global food and agricultural industry

must now face its international responsibilities and

stand up and deliver, through partnerships for global

health, by:

. Increasing research into low-calorie products;

. Promoting production of products low in simple sugars,

high in complex carbohydrates;

. Promoting production of products low in animal

saturated fat, but high in vegetable oils;

. Using its marketing strategies and know-how to

promote consumption of healthy and recommended

products;

. Restricting marketing to children;

. Providing easy-to-understand nutritional labelling on

their products;

. Supporting peer-reviewed research in obesity biology

and how to change dietary behaviour.

The international food industry is definitely one important

part of the global obesity problem. It urgently needs to

become part of the solution.

Svein O Kolset

Professor and Department Head

Department of Nutrition

University of Oslo, Norway
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